Hello!

Clear Channel Dallas is currently looking for programming & web design interns for the 2012 spring semester. The interns will need to be present during some or all of the hours between 7AM-11AM or 8AM-12PM at least 3 times a week. We are flexible and will work with the students. Please forward this information to your students. Please have your students copy and paste http://www.kdge.com/pages/jobs_radio.html?feed=199266&article=2296942 into their web address bar to apply and get more details about our program. IMPORTANT: On the website above it tells students they are applying for a promotions internship, but please have them disregard that job description and just apply following the instructions as normal. At the bottom of the application where it says “STATION PREFERENCE”, please notify the students to type in “PROGRAMMING & WEB DESIGN”. This way we'll know they are interested in the programming & web design internship. If you have students that would rather apply for an internship in our promotions department as the web site specifically describes, then we encourage that as well. Clear Channel Dallas internships are unpaid.

Thank you for your cooperation!

Courtney Hodges
Director of Operations' Assistant Programming/Promotions Assistant Clear Channel Radio Dallas 14001 N. Dallas Parkway, Suite 300 Dallas, TX 75240 Office: 214-866-8018 Fax: 214-866-8019